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While looking at the two works, I
focused instruction on the artist’s use
of line, pattern, color, and rhythm to
communicate the lively, spontaneous
feeling of jazz music. Students also
viewed a traditional African wood
sculpture, and we compared its look
and characteristics to figures within
Romare Bearden’s works and talked
about how he incorporated this aspect
of his African ancestry.
Crayon Resist
I decided to have students create a
jazz instrument resist using crayon
in warm colors, with a tempera wash
in cool colors. I encouraged students
to make the instruments large and to
use layering, overlapping, and diagonal lines to create a bold and dynamic
arrangement. I also instructed stu-
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dents to use loose, fluid movements
and lines to draw their instruments
to emulate the free and unprompted
rhythm of jazz music.
Students used red, yellow, orange
(warm colors) and black only on jazz
instruments to keep the lively quality
of the music in the picture. I stressed
that they focus on the spontaneity of
the drawing and I discouraged making the objects exact and detailed.
While students worked on their drawings, I played jazz music to inspire
them.
After they had colored their pictures to a degree of opacity, I mixed
some water and tempera washes in
blue, green, and violet and asked
them to use all three cool colors
to paint over their instruments. I
referred them back to Brass Section,

Jamming at Minton’s and discussed
the use of swift and impulsive
brushstrokes to create a feeling of
movement. Students were encouraged
to use a variety of brush sizes and
color combinations in layers to paint
their background wash.
Embellishment
Once the pictures were dry, the last
step in the process was to add detail,
highlights, and emphasis on top of
the pictures with oil pastel (Rhonda’s
suggestion). This element really
brought the energy and brilliance
back into the composition. Students
added emphasis in some areas of their
instruments with highlighted or bold
colors (warm only) and finer detail to
create visual interest. They also used
their cool color pastels to refine and

define some of their background areas
and to improve the sense of movement and rhythm.
Students really enjoyed the project
and my mentor and I both felt pleased
with the results.
Erica Wars was a student teacher at Sam
Houston Elementary in Denton, Texas
when she taught this lesson.
National

Standard

Students understand and use similarities and differences between characteristics of the visual arts and other
arts disciplines.
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www.beardenfoundation.org/index2.
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